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Presently, Indian Railways manufacture

four classes of 3-phase drive locomotives

WAG9H, WAP5 and WAP7, based on the transfer
(now

Bombardier

manufacture

Transportation).

3-Phase locomotives

Under

the

of technology
ToT,

Indian

with GTG based traction

(ToT) from ABB Switzerland
received

converter and auxiliary converter.

are running with GTO based traction

technology

to

and MICAS

of 3-Phase locomotive

At present about 750 locomotives

and auxiliary converters

proper way so that with the time their reliability

the

and auxiliary converter

based VCU. At present CLW has already switched over to manufacturing
with IGBT based traction

viz. WAG9,

which should be maintained

in

is maintained to the best extent possible. This

TC describes the setup of interconnected loco bus stations which can be used by the sheds for
various reliability improvement measures.

This technical circular describes the setting up of interconnected Loco bus station network using
the control electronics racks of GTO based Traction and auxiliary converter and MICAS based
VCU.
The 3-Phase locomotive

with GTO based Traction and auxiliary converter

VCU employ a distributed
racks (called
communicating
proprietary

architecture

bus- stations),
according

standard.

connected together

Within

and data communication.

are interconnected

to Multifunctional

through

processor segments, there

which

for control

through

optical

Vehicle Bus (MVB) protocol,

each rack, there

are many

processor

and MICAS based
There are seven
fiber

cable

which

is an ABB

segments,

which

a wired serial bus, an electrical version of the MVB. Within
can be more than

one processor

(multi-processor

and
are
each

bus) sharing

common

Input/Output

(I/O)

devices

However, in the implementation

through

Advanced

Multi-master

System

(AMS) bus.

adopted by Indian Railways, only one processor is used in each

segment of AMS bus. The complete electronics is generally termed as MICAS-S2, an acronym for
Microcomputer
Automation
System - Series-2. Communication
between two locomotives is
done through a serial bus having data transmission as per HDLC protocol. The schema of the
interconnection

of the different

electronic racks in the 3-Phase locomotives is as give below:

ConverIw
Control
C
Train
Bus

)

Awtilialy
Convert8r
Control
(BUR1)

Auxi1 ary
Converter
Control
(8UR2)

Auxll ry
Converter
Control
Non-redundant MVB
fiber optic bus

1. VCU1 and VCU2 electronic
2. SR1 and SR2 electronic

fiber optic bus

(BUR3)

In this Technical Circular (TC), the possibilities
the different purposes are explored.

3.

Non~edundantMVB

of the using the interconnected

bus stations for

racks will all the PCB cards

racks with all the PCB cards

BURl, BU,R2and BUR3 electronic with all the PCB cards.

4. Seven optical fiber cables
5.

One Loco Diagnostic System (LOS)

6.
7.

Loop box set
One Measurement

8.

Multimeter

print

9. Voltage source
10. Current Source
The setup

should

be erected

in the

dust free

climatic

control

chamber.

connection should be done using optical fiber cables as in the locomotive.
connected with any of the racks.
After erecting the setup, all the processor cards should be downloaded
software. The software should be downloaded

The inter-rack

The LOS should be

with the latest loco

using an LOS only. EPROM writer should not be

used for downloading

the software except for the minimum

software. 'The software may be of

any loco variant namely WAP-5, WAP-7, WAG-9 or WAG-9H.

This set up can be used to check all the sensors used in the three phase locomotives
below:
1. Temperature

as given

sensors for SR,TFP& TM

2. Pressure sensors of SR & TFP
3. LEM current sensors
4. D.C. Link Voltage sensors & Earth fault Relay
5.Wandler module
The details of testing procedure elucidated in RDSO SMI no. RDSO/2009/EL/SMIj
dated 30.10.09 shall be applicable

to the setup described

0260. (Rev.'O'),

in this TC also and thus are not

described again here.

a. Testing of the suspected and repaired loco PCB cards before installing them into the
locomotive.
b. This system is very useful in downloading the loco software off the locomotive.
c. It can also be used to test the equipment like master controller, Fire detection unit,
etc without requirement
of a locomotive.

The processor

cards having the

problem

related

to software

download,

Iifesign

missing,

hardware problem, etc, can be tested on the setup.
The suspected processor card can be put into the nominated
the LED indicators

in the processor

software can be downloaded

card. If there

slot. Check for the abnormality

is no abnormal

LED indication

in

then the

using an LOS. Check for the check sum as per the ABB document.

Check for the red LED indication

on the processor. There should not be any red LED indication

on the processor card. If there is no abnormality

observed than the processor card can be

tested for the Iifesign signal as described in next Para.

The Iifesign missing problem renders a processor card defective.

It may cause transient

lifesign

missing which may give spurious messages. The Iifesign signal of a processor can be monitored
on LOSas below:

Connect the LDS and select the Iifesign signal of the processor card for protocolling.

Observe

that the value of the signal changes in a periodical fashion. The value starts from 0 and then

increases in the steps of one upto 65,536 (FFFFH) and then become
same way. If the value of the stored lifesign is plotted

If the card follows
locomotive.

the correct

then the same can be installed

for a fairly long time (say 15 min).

Rack

Processor card

Signal

SR

SLG1

SLG1_05-XMVBLifeSig

SLG2

SLG2_05-XMVBLifeSig

BURl

BU R1_05-XMVBLifeSig

BUR2

BUR2_05-XMVBLifeSig

BUR3

BU R3_ 05-XMVBLifeSig

FLG1

FLG1_10-XMVBLifeSig

FLG2

FLG2_10-XMVBLife5ig

STB1

STB1_05-XMVBLifeSig

STB2

5TB2 _ 05-XMVBLifeSig

HBB1

HBB1_05-XMVBLifeSig

HBB2

HBB2_ 05-XMVBLifeSig

DDA1

DDA1_ 05-XMVBLifeSig

DDA2

DDA2_05-XMVBLifeSig

BUR

VCU

and again increases in the

in MicView then it will look like:

lifesign signal pattern

The Iifesign signal should be monitored

°

in the

Rack

Signal

Processor card

DIA1_ 05-XMVBLifeSig

DIA

It is advisable to take all the above signals from the MVB and should be checked with the help
of LOSfor identification

of the Iifesign missing problem. For graphical view, the

protocolling

of the signal may be done and should be viewed on MicView.

Install the repaired or suspected I/O in the appropriate
D-type connector in the corresponding

slot. Connect the loop box with 15 pin

D-type connector of the URB 512 card.

Identify the software input AMS bus signal related to the suspicious output

port in the Digital

I/O card and select it in the LDS. Connect the 110 V voltage signal in the corresponding
loopbox terminal.

Observe the signal state in the LDS. It should change its state (from false to

true or true to false as the case may be) in the LOS when the voltage signal is connected or
disconnected.

If it does not follow then the corresponding

Install the suspected I/O in the appropriate
connector in corresponding

port in the I/O card is faulty.

slot. Connect the loop box with 25 pin D-type

the D-type connector of the URB 512 card.

Identify the software output AMS bus signal related to the suspicious input port in the Digital
I/O card and select it in the LDS. Connect the multimeter
terminal.

in the corresponding

loopbox

Force ,the signal change its state (from false to true or true to false as the case may

be) in the LDS and check the corresponding
multimeter

output

using a multimeter

in the loopbox. The

reading should follow status of the signal in the LOS. If it does not follow then the

corresponding

port in the I/O card is faulty.

Install the repaired or the suspicious optical fiber card in the setup.
Select the lifesign signals of all the processorsof the corresponding
Monitor

rack in the LOS.

the lifesign signal of the processors. The Iifesign of all the processors should be as

described above in Para 5.2.

corresponding
pattern

electronic

as described

corresponding

rack in the LOS. Check if the lifesign of the processor follows the

above.

If the

lifesign

signal pattern

of all the

to observe the transient abnormalities

the

of the

rack are in order then install the power supply card can be installed in the

locomotive. The power supply cards should be tested for sufficiently

Connect

processors

master

controller

longer time (say 15 min)

in the lifesign signal.

to the

rack corresponding

the

VCUl.

Ensure that

the

connections are made Analogue I/O card of FLGI and Digital I/O card of HBBl.

FLGI

AMSB_OI0I-XAngTrans

HBBI

AMSB_OlOI-LT/BDEM>I/3

HBBI

AMSB 0101-LT/BDEM>2/3

With different throttle
SN

positions the output in the LDSwill be as per the table given below:
Value on the LOS

Position of the
throttle
FLGI
AMSB_0101-XAngTrans

HBB1

HBB1

AMSB_0101LT/BDEM>1/3
OFF

AMSB_0101LT/BDEM>2/3
OFF

1

"a"

Between -9% and -11%

2

TE DEM>1/3

Between -42% and -44%

ON

OFF

3

TE DEM>2/3

Between -72% and -74%

ON

ON

4

TE maximum

Between -99% and -101%

ON

ON

5

BE DEM>1/3

Between -42% and -44%

ON

OFF

6

BE DEM>l/3

Between -72% and -74%

ON

ON

7

BE maximum

Between -99% and -101%

ON

ON

If there are deviations in the analogue values as above then the angular transmitter
calibrated

accordingly.

Similarly,

corresponding cam switch/auxiliary

The staff of the maintenance

if the digital signals don't

follow

the values as above the

contact should be checked.

sheds should be encouraged to install the software

processor cards in this setup only.

should be

in the loco

From the above
maintenance

it is clear that

sheds for testing

installation

in the locomotives.

locomotives

also. Therefore,

the setup described

of the different

in the TC shall be very useful for the

PCB cards, sensors, equipment,

etc before their

The same setup can be used for the sensors used in the IGBT
every

maintenance

sheds should

have this

repaired PCB card, sensor, etc can be tested before their installation

setup

so that

in the locomotive

any

to avoid

their line failures.
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Secretary (Electrical),
Railway Board,
Rail Bhavan, New Delhi-110 001.

For
information
please.

Sr. DEE (TRS), Electric Loco Sheds,

For information
and
necessary
action please.

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central Railway, Ajni (Nagpur)-440008.
South East Central Railway, BMY Complex, Bhilai,
Durg-490 025.
West Central Railway, Tughlakabad, New Delhi-11 0 044.
Northern Railway, Ghaziabad (UP)-201 001.
East Central Railway, Gomoh-828 401
South Central Railway, Lallaguda, Secunderabad - 500017.
Eastern Railway, Howrah-.
South Eastern Railway, Tatanagar-831 002.
Western Railway, Vadodara-390 002.
Southern Railway, Royapuram, Chennai-600 013.
Central Railway, Kalyan-421304 (Maharashtra)

kind

~~\\b
(Suresh Kumar)
for Director General Electrical

